Daring Women

These courageous women broke new ground, defied expectations and had amazing adventures.

The Ordeal of Elizabeth Marsh: a woman in world history by Linda Colley
Passionate Nomad: the life of Freya Stark by Jane Fletcher Geniesse
Gertrude Bell: queen of the desert, shaper of nations by Georgina Howell
Down the Nile: alone in a fisherman's skiff by Rosemary Mahoney
The Happy Bottom Riding Club: the life and times of Pancho Barnes by Lauren Kessler
Icebound: a doctor's incredible battle for survival at the South Pole by Jerri Nielsen
Ada Blackjack: a true story of survival in the Arctic by Jennifer Niven
Living With Cannibals and Other Women's Adventures by Michele Slung
To the Heart of the Nile Lady Florence Baker and the exploration of central Africa by Pat Shipman

The Lost Lady of the Amazon: the story of Isabela Godin and her epic journey by Anthony Smith
Mrs. Adams in Winter: a journey in the last days of Napoleon by Michael O'Brien
Sweet Mandarin: the courageous true story of three generations of Chinese women and their journey from East to West by Helen Tse
A Woman Among Warlords: the extraordinary story of an Afghan who dared to raise her voice by Malalai Joya
Infidel by Ayaan Hirsi Ali
The Women Who Lived for Danger: the agents of the Special Operations Executive by Marcus Binney
The Dressmaker of Khair Khana: five sisters, one remarkable family, and the woman who risked everything to keep them safe by Gayle Tzemach Lemmon
At the Dark End of the Street: Black women, rape, and resistance—a new history of the Civil Rights Movement from Rosa Parks to the rise of Black power by Danielle L. McGuire
The Discovery of Jeanne Baret: a story of science, the high seas, and the first woman to circumnavigate the globe by Glynis Ridley

The Secret Lives of Alexandra David-Neel: a biography of the explorer of Tibet and its forbidden practices by Barbara Foster and Michael Foster
The Lady and the Panda: the true adventures of the first American explorer to bring back China's most exotic animal by Vicki Croke
Solo: on her own adventure edited by Susan Fox Rogers
The Palace of the Snow Queen: winter travels in Lapland by Barbara Sjoholm
Ladies of the Field: early women archaeologists and their search for adventure by Amanda Adams
Open Range: the life of Agnes Morley Cleaveland by Darlis A. Miller
Staking Her Claim: women homesteading the West by Marcia Meredith Hensley
The Montana Frontier: one woman's West by Joyce Litz
She Wore a Yellow Ribbon: women soldiers and patriots of the western frontier by JoAnn Chartier and Chris Enss
They Fought Like Demons: women soldiers in the American Civil War by DeAnne Blanton and Lauren M. Cook
Love My Rifle More Than You: young and female in the U.S. Army by Kayla Williams

All the Daring of the Soldier: women of the Civil War armies by Elizabeth D. Leonard

They Saw the Elephant: women in the California gold rush by Jo Ann Levy

Sisters: the lives of America's suffragists by Jean H. Baker

Other Powers: the age of suffrage, spiritualism, and the scandalous Victoria Woodhull by Barbara Goldsmith

American Jezebel: the uncommon life of Anne Hutchinson, the woman who defied the Puritans by Eve LaPlante

Not For Ourselves Alone: the story of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony: an illustrated history by Geoffrey C. Ward

Hell Hath No Fury: true profiles of women at war from antiquity to Iraq by Rosalind Miles and Robin Cross

Women Heroes of World War II: 26 stories of espionage, sabotage, resistance, and rescue by Kathryn J. Atwood

Women On High: pioneers of mountaineering by Rebecca A. Brown

Gifts of the Wild: a woman's book of adventure from the editors of Adventura books

Forbidden Fruit: a history of women and books in art by Christiane Inmann

Curveball: the remarkable story of Toni Stone, the first woman to play professional baseball in the Negro League by Martha Ackmann

Ida: a sword among lions: Ida B. Wells and the campaign against lynching by Paula J. Giddings

Open Wide the Freedom Gates: a memoir by Dorothy Height

Bound For the Promised Land: Harriet Tubman, portrait of an American hero by Kate Clifford Larson

The Great Swim by Gavin Mortimer

The Muse of the Revolution: the secret pen of Mercy Otis Warren and the founding of a nation by Nancy Rubin Stuart

Shattering the Glass: the remarkable history of women's basketball by Pamela Grundy and Susan Shackelford

Eight Women, Two Model Ts, and the American West by Joanne Wilke

This Common Secret: my journey as an abortion doctor by Susan Wicklund

Obsessive Genius: the inner world of Marie Curie by Barbara Goldsmith

Polar Dream by Helen Thayer

Lighting the Way: nine women who changed modern America by Karenna Gore Schiff

Seneca Falls and the Origins of the Women's Rights Movement by Sally McMillen

The Far Traveler: voyages of a Viking woman by Nancy Marie Brown

A Lady's Life in the Rocky Mountains by Isabella L. Bird

Veiled Courage: inside the Afghan women's resistance by Cheryl Benard

She-wolves: the women who ruled England before Elizabeth by Helen Casto

Iron Butterflies: women transforming themselves and the world by Birute Regine

Wonder Girl: the magnificent sporting life of Babe Didrikson Zaharias by Don Van Natta Jr.

Adventure Divas: searching the globe for a new kind of heroine by Holly Morris

Margaret Sanger: a life of passion by Jean H. Baker

Jackie Cochran: pilot in the fastest lane by Doris L. Rich

Eighty Days: Nellie Bly and Elizabeth Bisland's history-making race around the world by Matthew Goodman